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RA: A New Linguistic Engine for NooJ

Max Silberztein
Université de Franche-Comté
max.silberztein@gmail.com

I will present the new linguistic engine for NooJ. It is written in the Swift programming language,
which is compatible with various operating systems (Windows, MacOS, LINUX) and is much more
efficient than programming languages such as Java or C# which depend on intermediary virtual
machines  to  run  on  each  operating  system.  The  linguistic  engine  contains  functionalities  to
manage NooJ's dictionary and regular, context-free and context-sensitive grammars, as well as the
corresponding  types  of  automata  and  transducers,  to  parse  and  manage  texts'  annotation
structure. RA does contain minor differences and incompatibilities with NooJ that I will discuss.
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The architecture of Santi-Morf's Guesser Module

Prihantoro
Universitas Diponegoro

 prihantoro@live.undip.ac.id 

A morpheme-level annotation system for Indonesian may struggle to analyze certain types of
Indonesian words, such as proper names, misspelt words, and newly coined words. In this paper, I
report the creation of the Guesser module, one of four core modules used in SANTI-morf, a new
morpheme-level annotation system for Indonesian, implemented using NooJ (Silberztein 2003). To
carry  out  morpheme  level  annotations,  SANTI-morf  uses  two  types  of  NooJ  resources:
morphological  grammars and dictionaries.  SANTI-morf  always produces 100% coverage,  even
when  applied  to  unrestricted  texts.  This  stands  in  contrast  to  other  existing  morphological
analyzers such as MorphInd (Larasati et al. 2011), in which unknown words are labeled X, and
Two-Level Morphological Analyser for Indonesian (Pisceldo et al. 2008).

SANTI-morf  first  applies the Annotator,  the core module of  SANTI-morf  that  performs initial
annotation. Words unknown to the Annotator are then passed on to the Disambiguator. Unlike the
Annotator  in  which  the  root  of  a  word  is  typically  specified  in  one  of  the  dictionaries.  The
disambiguator fully relies on morphological grammars to carry out the annotation of roots and other
morphemes. The grammars in the Disambiguator are designed using two cues: orthographic and
linguistic cues. In total, the Guesser is equipped with five morphological grammars encoded in five
unique priorities. In each grammar, the rules are divided into two groups. The first group, whose
rules include +UNAMB operators, is always prioritized. Thus, in total, there are ten layers of rules.
Upon  experimentations,  this  complex  architecture  allows  SANTI-morf  to  achieve  the  optimum
performance (99% precision-recall, with 100% coverage) with the smallest degree of ambiguity.

For  instance,  the  word  diahokkan  ‘to  be  treated  like  Ahok’  is  a  relatively  newly  coined
polymorphemic Indonesian word, composed of three morphemes:  di-  (active verb prefix),  ahok
(proper name, but in this context, the first letter is written with lower instead of uppercase), and -
kan (causative suffix). The Guesser properly tokenises this word into three morpheme units and
assigns a correct morphological tag for each morpheme.

Reflecting on the complexity of the architecture of the Disambiguator, I argue that an alternative
scheme to set priorities for NooJ users is required. The scheme is simulated in this paper and
when  implemented,  can  reduce  the  number  of  grammars  from  five  into  just  one.  While  the
technical details to implement this scheme is not discussed, NooJ users, in general, will find this
scheme useful, particularly those developing a large scale and full coverage annotation system,
just like SANTI-morf.

References

Larasati, S. (2011). MorphInd. Retrieved from Larasti. Available at: https://septinalarasati.com/morphind/
Pisceldo, F., Mahendra, R., Manurung, R., & Arka, I. W. (2008). A Two Level Morphological Analyser for the

Indonesian  Language.  In  N.  Stokes,  &  D.  Powers  (Eds.),  Proceedings  of  Australasia  Technology
Association Workshop (pp. 142-150). Hobart: ACL.

Prihantoro.  (2021).  SANTI-morf:  A  new morphological  annotation  system for  Indonesian  (PhD Thesis).
Lancaster: Lancaster University.

Silberztein, M. (2003). NooJ Manual. Available at: https://atishs.univ-fcomte.fr/nooj/downloads.html
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NooJ Morphological Grammar of Adjectives and Adverbs for Medieval Latin

Linda Mijić
Department of Classical Philology - University of Zadar

lmijic@unizd.hr
Anita Bartulović

Department of Classical Philology - University of Zadar
abartulo@unizd.hr

This paper continues the work on natural language processing of Medieval Latin. Our corpus
consists of 385 wills  drawn up in the Zadar commune between 1209 and 1409 – 84 of  them
unpublished and 301 published ones. The latter were published over the period of more than a
hundred  years,  with  varying  publishing  rules  applied.  Therefore,  we  first  had  to  correct
typographical errors in the text and even up the use of different kinds of brackets within damaged
words. 

In  our  previous  paper  we  focused  on  orthographic  variations  of  words,  characteristic  for
Medieval Latin, and we annotated common nouns from the corpus. In this paper we extend NooJ’s
resources with a dictionary of adjectives. Latin is a highly inflected language, and Latin adjectives
have three declensions. They are inflected for number (2), case (6) and gender (3), and are divided
into two declension classes (the first and second declensions, and the third declension) with further
subclasses.  There  are  three  degrees  of  adjectives:  the  positive,  the  comparative  and  the
superlative. Regardless of the declension of the positive adjective, the comparative belongs to the
third  declension,  and the superlative  to  the  first  and  second  declensions. The  comparison of
adjectives  is  divided  into  four  types: a)  regular,  b)  irregular,  c)  periphrastic,  and  d)  defective
comparison with different subtypes.

We also include all  adverbs (of place, time, and manner) in the dictionary.  Adverbs are an
uninflected word class. However, most adverbs of manner are formed from adjectives (i.e. notus >
note, acer > acriter, sapiens > sapienter), and the comparative and the superlative of adverbs from
adjective bases (i.e. adj. felix, -icis: comp. felicior, felicius, sup. felicissimus, -a -um; adv. feliciter:
comp. felicius, sup. felicissime). 

Finally,  we  propose  to  present  morphological  inflectional  paradigms  for  the  recognition  of
adjectives  and  derivation  paradigms  for  the  comparison  of  adjectives  and  the  formation  and
comparison of adverbs of manner. 

References

Mijić, L.; Bartulović, A. (2021). Formalizing Latin: An Example of Medieval Latin Wills. Bekavac, B., Kocijan,
K.,  Silberztein,  M.  and  Šojat,  K.  (Eds.).  Formalising  Natural  Languages:  Applications  to  Natural
Language Processing and Digital Humanities. Springer, Cham International Publishing, 24–36.

Silberztein, M. (2016). Formalizing Natural Languages: The NooJ Approach. Wiley & Sons.
Stotz, P. (1996-2004). Handbuch zur lateinischen Sprache des Mittelalters, 1–5. Verlag C. H. Beck.
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Formalizing the Ancient Greek Participle Inflection with NooJ

Silvia Susana Reyes 
CETEHIPL, Universidad Nacional de Rosario, Argentina

sisureyes@gmail.com

Ancient Greeks were particularly fond of participles. And from a linguistic viewpoint, the Ancient
Greek participle constituted a complex part of speech, an all-in-one unit combining conjugation and
declension, a verbal adjective. It was a non-finite verbal form expressing tense/aspect and voice,
also inflected for case, gender and number, like an adjective.

The  purpose  of  this  paper  is  to  present  a  preliminary  formalization  of  the  Ancient  Greek
participle  using  the  Modern  Greek  NooJ  Module.  To  ensure  its  morphological  processing,
automatic recognition and generation, we recovered the secondary operators of the properties.def
file of the Modern Greek NooJ Module from the doctoral thesis of Lena Papadopoulou and added
four definitions related to the verb: V_Mood = PAR (participle), and the three tenses, besides the
PR (present), in which the participle was conjugated in Ancient Greek: FU (future), AO (aorist), and
PF (perfect). The  set  of  conjugational  and  declensional  properties  includes:  V_Mood =  PAR;
PAR_Case = nom |  acc  |  gen |  voc  |  dat;  PAR_Gender  =  n  |  f  |  m;  PAR_Number =  s  |  p;
PAR_Tense = PR | FU | AO | PF; PAR_Voice = act | mid | pas | mp.

Our corpus is made up of 150 animal fables written in prose by or associated with Aesop, a
Greek fabulist and storyteller, who was born around 620 BCE. His fables offer a great variety of
participles in their full forms.

What follows is a brief account of the stages involved in the inflectional formalization of Ancient
Greek participles. First, we extracted the participles manually from the corpus and classified them
according to the specific mood suffixes (-ντ- and -μεν-) involved in the morphological formation of
the present, aorist and future participles,  which connect the verbal stems inflected for tense and
voice with the adjectival  endings indicating case,  gender and number. Second,  we processed
some participles  of  the  1st  or  thematic  conjugation derived  from active  verbs  in  -ω,  and from
deponent or middle-passive verbs in -μαι. Third, according to the last accented vowel/diphthong of
the verbal root or stem, or to the accented stem vowel/diphthong plus consonant(s) sequences
(VC,  VCC)  before  lemmas verbal  endings  (present  indicative  first  person  singular  verbs),  we
created dictionaries (.dic files) and designed inflectional grammars (.nof files) to compile these
dictionaries  (.nod  files).  Fourth,  after  performing  Linguistic  Analysis  and  getting  the  TAS,  we
entered NooJ regular expressions  or strings of characters in the Locate window to check that
participles were successfully recognized and inflected for tense (present, aorist and future), voice
(active, middle, passive and middle-passive), gender (masculine, feminine and neuter), number
(singular and plural), and case (nominative, vocative, accusative, genitive and dative). 

References

Georganta, M. & Papadopoulou, E. (2011). Towards an Ancient Greek NooJ Module. Vučković, K. Bekavac,
B. & Silberztein, M. Automatic Processing of Various Levels of Linguistic Phenomena: Selected Papers
from the NooJ 2011 International Conference (Dubrovnik), Cambridge Scholars Publishing (2012).

Papadopoulou,  E.  (2010).  Diccionario  monolingüe  coordinado  para  enseñanza/aprendizaje  del  griego
moderno por parte de hispanohablantes y para traducción automática griego-español, Tesis Doctoral.
Bellaterra: Universitat Autónoma de Barcelona.

Silberztein, M. (2015). La formalisation des langues: l’approche de NooJ. London: ISTE.
Silberztein, M. (2018). NooJ Manual. Available at: https://atishs.univ-fcomte.fr/nooj/downloads.html
Greek Module. Available at: https://atishs.univ-fcomte.fr/nooj/resources.html
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Corpus Analysis with NooJ: Mining of Spanish Neologisms

Silvana Pierabella
Facultad de Humanidades y Artes - UNR

silvanapierabella@gmail.com

The paper presents the results obtained by using the open software NooJ (Silberztein,2016) in
a  research  within  lexicography  and  morphology  framework  of  computational  linguistics
(Biderman,2001) with the purpose of extracting neologisms.  According to Cabré, a neologism is
considered a new lexical item that shows high level of adaptation to the language, either due to its
frequency of occurrence or to its wide range of derivations (Cabré,1992); for example hypertext
appeared formerly and short after derived in  hypertextual, hypertextualize, hypertextualized. It is
important to point out that neologisms are different from terms which renew exclusively scientific
fields. 

The  methodology  of  corpus  (Parodi,2008)  is  applied  to  411  documents  downloaded  from
CORLEC digital repository available on the internet. The files shared ASCII format or Byte-Marked
Unicode  UTF8  and  belong  to  different  domains  (technology,  journalism,  sport,  education)  for
pointing out the source of lexical innovations in Spanish. 

First,  the  dictionaries  developed by  IES-UNR research group in  charge of  Andrea Rodrigo
(Rodrigo-Bonino, 2019) are compared against the corpus in order to detect the lemmas that should
be added with the tag [+NEO] and would be stored in “Lexical Analysis” of SP (Spanish) Module.
Then,  the  new items are  validated as  neologisms from the  quantitative  point  of  view (Nazar-
Vidal,2008) counting them up by means of NooJ Statistical Analysis. Finally, productive grammars
are implemented in NooJ Morphology since they are based on lexical categories and allow the
recognition of formal features shared by the tokens lately included in the Spanish dictionaries.

Thus, this study proves that NooJ is powerful enough to deal with corpus for updating electronic
dictionaries and designing grammars that  may be suitable for  fulfilling complex tasks such as
automatic classification of digital files, search engine improvement and organization of ontologies,
taxonomies or data bases.

References

Biderman, M.T.C. (2001).  Teoría lingüística: teoría lexical y lingüística computacional. São Paulo: Martins
Fontes. 

Rodrigo, A. & Bonino, R. (2019). Aprendo con NooJ: de la lingüística computacional a la enseñanza de la
lengua. Rosario: Ciudad Gótica. 

Cabré, T. (1992). La Terminología: Teoría, metodología, aplicaciones. Barcelona: Editorial Antártida. 
Nazar, R. & Vidal, V. (2008). Aproximación cuantitativa a la neología. Actas del I Congreso Internacional de

Neología en las lenguas románicas, Barcelona. 
Parodi, G. (2008). Lingüística de corpus: una introducción al ámbito RLA.  Revista de Lingüística teórica y

aplicada, 46 (1), 93-119. https://dx.doi.org/10.4067/S0718-48832008000100006
Silberztein, M. (2016). Formalizing Natural Language: The NooJ Approach. London: Wiley. 
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Automatic analysis of appreciative morphology. The case of nominal paronomasia
in Colombian Spanish

Walter Koza
Universidad Nacional de General Sarmiento, Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones científicas y

técnicas, San Miguel, Argentina
wkoza@campus.ungs.edu.ar
Viviana Román González 

Pontificia Universidad Católica de Valparaíso, Valparaíso, Chile
viviana.roman@pucv.cl

Constanza Suy 
Pontificia Universidad Católica de Valparaíso, Valparaíso, Chile

constanza.suy@pucv.cl

Within the studies of linguistic creation resources, paronomasia, understood as the substitution
of one lexical item for another based on a partial homophony, has several studies focused on the
stylistic phenomenon (López, 2005; Musté,  2005).  However,  approaches from the grammatical
plane, specifically from formal theories, have been truly scarce (Bohrn, 2013), and the same can
be said in  relation  to  natural  language processing.  Regarding the latter,  one of  the  problems
observed  refers  to  the  difficulties  of  automatically  assigning  correct  tags  (both  semantic  and
morphological),  due  to  the  ambiguity  that  these  expressions  generate.  Thus,  for  example,
'alcamonías' (in Spanish, aromatic seasoning seeds) is a pluralia tantum word, but it used to be
employed as a paronomasic form of 'alcahuete' (‘pimp’), which presents variations of gender and
number (‘alcahuete’,  ‘alcahueta’,  ‘alcahuetes’,  ‘alcahuetas’)  and it  can occurs in structures like
those of:

a. Juan es un alcamonías [‘Juan is an alcamonías’]. ( alcamonías: masculine, singular)
b. Juan y Pedro son unos alcamonías [‘Juan and Pedro are alcamonías’]. ( alcamonías:
masculine, plural)
c. María es una alcamonías [‘María is an alcamonías’]. ( alcamonías: feminine, singular)
d.  María  y  Susana  son  unas  alcamonías.  [‘María  and  Susana  are  alcamonías’].  (
alcamonías: feminine, plural)
For this purpose, the present work analyzes a group of Colombian Spanish names with their

corresponding paronomasic  variants,  from the Generative  Lexicon Theory  (Pustejovsky,  1995;
2011;  2013;  Pustejovsky  &  Batiukova,  2019),  with  a  view  to  a  computational  modeling  for
automatic recognition and generation. To do this, NooJ (Silberztein, 2016) is used. It is a tool for
linguistic analysis that has various utilities such as electronic dictionaries and computer grammars.

The methodology is comprised of the following steps: (i) selection of a list of Colombian Spanish
names from the work of Varela (2016); (ii)  creation of an electronic dictionary with associated
semantic and morphosyntactic information; (iii) elaboration of morphological grammars, and (iv)
elaboration of syntactic grammars for recognition and generation. The resources are tested on a
corpus of texts extracted from the internet and through a group of informants made up of native
speakers of the Colombian variety. The theoretical analysis demonstrates that, in some cases,
paronomasia can imply a restriction of the polysemy (billete>Villegas) [‘bill>Villegas’] or generate a
new  semantic  structure  (mano>Manuela)  [‘hand>Manuela’].  At  the  same  time,  the  automatic
analysis yields promising results to further investigate the phenomenon from this perspective.

References
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A computational approach to recognition of deverbal nouns ending in <sión>

María José González 
Administración Nacional de Educación Pública - Consejo de Formación en Educación, Uruguay

mgonzalez.uy@gmail.com

The synchronic  morphology usually  presents restrictions for  the analysis  of  deverbal  nouns
ending in -ión and establishes a proliferation of suffixes such as -ión, -sión, -ción. The examination
of this type of nominals is usually based on existing verbs in Spanish. And thus, the analysis is
quite limited, since many of these nouns result from a Latin suffixation process and they are
inherited from this language into Spanish. For example, a noun such as cohesion has lost the
semantic relationship with  *coherir and therefore since there is no coherir in Spanish, the verb
cohesionar has been created. However, it is possible to search this form in the history of Spanish
and recover the Latin verb cohaerere and its participle cohaesum from which cohesion comes. The
prioritization of form over content, that is, the prior  consideration of  the form versus semantic
relationship and the diachronic approach allow the establishment of regular models of deverbal
nouns. This means proposing bases such as *he´s even if it does not exist in current Spanish.

The objective of this work is to demonstrate that it is possible to establish these models for the
morphological analysis of deverbal nouns ending in <sión> from a computational approach that
allows the automatic recognition of these formations by using free access software. From the point
of view of diachronic morphology, the particularity of these nominals is that they are the result of
Latin words formation rules. That is, its analysis reveals in all cases Latin bases, coming from the
participial theme ending in <s>, selected by a single derivative morpheme -ión.

To process the morphological analysis, the NooJ tool will be used, a software designed by Max
Silberztein to formalize and automate natural language. Based on the possibilities offered by the
system  to create derivational morphological grammars, the different models will be described
considering the bases – often non-existent in modern Spanish – that account for the formation of
these nouns. We will work with the Spanish module available in the tool. First, the respective
morphological grammars will  be  created,  then a  dictionary of  deverbal  nouns that  links  these
grammars will  be designed and later the automatic analysis will  be carried out from a  corpora
made up of twenty encyclopedia entries.

The  advantage  of  the  identification  of  these  nominals  with  the  design  of  morphological
grammars is that,  based on models created from the computational approach, it  is possible to
recognize all the nouns that satisfy the property of ending in <sión>. It also allows items to be
grouped around the Latin base, “etymological paradigms” (Pena, 1999).
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This paper aims to present productive morphological grammars for the Ukrainian module for
NooJ that recognizes unknown units.

The Ukrainian language is very rich in vocabulary and derivations are numerous and varied.
Moreover, oral variants, neologisms, or even parallel forms are also numerous and can have their
own paradigms different from the paradigms of the normative language.

The lexical units of some classes are constructed mainly by derivation of the lexical units of
other  classes,  as  is  the  case  particularly  for  the  adjectives.  The  dictionary  of  the  Ukrainian
language for NooJ contains only 14,719 adjectives, which is far from being enough. To compare
the online dictionary - https://goroh.pp.ua     - lists 89,898 adjectives or adjectival forms (including
diminutives and comparatives). So we must find a way to complete our dictionary.

Therefore, we have two solutions:
1) find the missing adjectives, then manually add them to our dictionary and adjust them to

their paradigms (FLX) and derivations (DRV) for comparatives, superlatives and diminutives;
2) build productive morphological grammars capable of recognizing adjectives, not included in

the dictionaries.
The first solution seems to us very time consuming, so we opt for the second.
Thus, we form grammars capable of producing adjectives derived from nouns, verbs, and other

adjectives and displaying the lemma of these adjectives as well as all associated annotations. We
know that the adjective is declined in gender, in number and in case, and, therefore, our grammars
also contain all the elements to recognize the flexed forms.

We build  grammars  that  are  capable  of  producing nouns,  participles,  adverbs  and  derived
verbs. We also treat the lexical units formed by the contraction of two lemmas in the same way.
This work seems particularly useful to us because it allows not only to recognize the missing lexical
units but also to add specific annotations in particular: "neologism", "oral variant", "parallel form"
etc.
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Most question-answering systems have been designed to answer short questions (precise
answers such as dates, locations), and only a few researches concern complex questions.

In this paper, we present a method for analyzing medical procedural questions. The analysis
of the question asked by the user by means of a pattern based analysis covering the syntactic
as well as the morphological levels. These linguistic patterns allow us to annotate the question
and its semantic features for extracting the focus and topic.

We  start  with  the  implementation  of  the  rules  which  identify  and  annotate  the  various
medical named entities. Our named entity recognizer tool (NER) is able to find references to
people, places and organizations, diseases, viruses, as targets to extract the correct answer
from the user. The NER is embedded in our question answering system.

The  task  of  our  system is  divided  in  four  phases:  question  analysis,  segmentation  and
passage  retrieval, answers validation and finally answers extraction. Each phase plays a
crucial role in overall  performance. We use the NooJ platform which represents a valuable
linguistic  development  environment.  The  first  evaluations  show that  the  actual  results  are
encouraging and could be deployed for further question types.
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In 1954, with his article entitled "Transfer Grammar" (published in “The International Journal of
American Linguistics”, Vol. 20, No. 4, pp. 259 -270, University of Chicago Press), Zellig S. Harris
was the first linguist to approach the nascent Automatic Translation (AT) from the point of view of
structuralist and formal linguistics. This article, written in the pivotal period for the first TA attempts
in the US, outlines a translation method that wants to:

 Formally measure the difference between languages, in terms of grammatical structures;
 Define the point of minimum difference (or maximum similarity) between any type of

language pair;
 Define the difference between the languages as the number and content of grammatical

instructions needed to generate the utterances of one language from the utterances of the
other.

At the time, the purposes of Harris's article were therefore extremely innovative, since they
considered translation as a process in which meaning transfers could only be achieved based on
morphosyntactic analyses and evaluations. Moreover, it is worth stressing that at the time the first
TA experiments performed word-for-  word  translations,  without  taking  into  account  (not  even
statistically) the contexts in which the words co- occurred. As is known, this method proved to be
unsuccessful, as regards the quality, time and costs of the translations made automatically.  In
1966, this led ALPAC to end TA research in the US, and cut off the flow of funding to it.

As for contemporary times, the most AT used method is the statistical one of the recent Neural
Machine Learning (NML), which is based on Neural Transition Networks (NTM), but which fails to
guarantee constant  satisfactory results,  as demonstrated by portals  like Google Translate and
Reverso. On the other hand, what became of the method identified by Harris? Up to today, it has
remained unrealized. During the 90s of the last  century,  there  have  been  several  important
experiments  regarding  TA  based  on  the  formalization  of  language morphosyntax. All these
experiments, including that of the Logos system, however, have long since been abandoned. At
the same time, as we intend to demonstrate here, currently the only software tool capable of
implementing Harris's TA method is NooJ. In fact, we will see how NooJ FSA / FSTs, if used for
AT,  can  apply  and  develop  the  aforementioned  methodological  steps  indicated  by  Harris.
Furthermore,  we will  again demonstrate how also in its TA grammars NooJ can use Lexicon-
Grammar methodological tools, which are able to formalize morphosyntax using always the same
parameters for all natural languages, hence allowing a more straightforward automatic translation
between language pairs. Therefore, the final aim of this study will be to demonstrate, with practical
examples,  how NooJ  TA grammars  are  the  most  suitable  application  tool of  Harris'  Transfer
Grammar.
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In this paper, we intend to study the constitution and the evolution of a very specific group of
Spanish  intensive  adverbs:  the  adverbs  in  -mente derived  from  adjectives  belonging  to  the
semantic class <causatives of feeling> (Blanco, 2006).

From a historical point of view, the connections between the meaning of manner conveyed by
the adverbs in -mente and their meaning as intensifiers are still  quite close. Nevertheless, the
development of some intensifiers has been the result of a semantic and discursive reinterpretation
which,  in  a  broader  sense,  is  considered  a  part  of  a  grammaticalization  process  (Hopper  &
Traugott, 2003; Rhee, 2016). It has already been shown in García Pérez (2022) that, as is often
the case in the evolution of other lexical classes (for instance, in partially limiting focusing adverbs:
García Pérez, 2013), not all the intensifiers have undergone a simultaneous grammaticalization
process. The construction of the paradigm entails rather a progressive enrichment, with variable
lexical-semantic acquisitions and losses throughout history. Moreover, it is interesting to note that,
although the adjectival class <causatives of feeling> can be considered quite homogeneous from a
semantic point of view, not all adverbs in -mente derived from it have given rise to intensifiers.
Some of the adjectival subclasses have been more prone than others to this type of formation: for
example, the subclass <caus_fear> (terrible  ‘terrible’– terriblemente  ‘terribly’; tremendo  ‘awful’ –
tremendamente  ‘awfully’…) and,  to  a lesser extent,  the subclass  <caus_surprise> (asombroso
‘astonishing’ – asombrosamente  ‘astonishingly’). This research adopts a contrastive perspective.
The evolution of Spanish adverbs will first be described and then the results will be compared to
those derived from the analysis of the French corpora in order to determine similarities and/or
differences between the two languages.  It  should  not  be forgotten that,  although French and
Spanish share a Romance core, they have also been attached to diverse sociocultural and political
contexts. This communication is part of the COLINDANTE research project (PID2019-104741GB-
100),  Ministerio de Ciencia e Innovación (Spain),  which aims to study intensive collocations in
medieval French and Spanish (Blanco & García Pérez, 2021). The implementation of the lexicons
and part of the corpus is carried out through the NooJ linguistic engineering platform (Silberztein,
2016).
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This article studies temporal adjunct prepositional phrases produced by Estonian students
of Spanish as third language (L3+). L3+ is understood here as a non-native language that is
being used or learnt by a subject with knowledge of one or more native languages and one
non-native  language  at  least (Hammarberg,  2010,  p.  97).  We  will  place  the  focus  on
structures that modify the verb, that are made up by a prepositional phrase, and that express
a  temporal  reference  (at  5  in  the  morning,  from  2  pm…).  These  structures  include
prepositions and articles, two elements that have been shown to pose great difficulties to
Estonian students (Kruse, 2018; Nikitina, 2019). It is not surprising, since articles do not exist
as a part  of  speech in  Estonian and,  although the language has prepositions,  cases or
postpositions are preferred (Kruse,  2018,  pp.  126-127).  Samples used for  this study are
taken  from  first-  and  second-year  undergraduate  students  of  the  Degree  in  Spanish
Language and Literature of the University of Tartu (Estonia). Informants are mainly female
individuals aged between 18 and 23. They are plurilingual speakers whose native language
is Estonian. All of them have passed the entrance examination for university, meaning that
they have an intermediate level of English and have learnt it for 10 years at least. Our work
tool is the program NooJ. This software will enable us to create two syntactic grammars: one
to recognize adjunct noun and prepositional phrases within verb phrases containing time
nouns in Spanish; another to describe the same structures in the students’ interlanguage.
Interlanguage is  here defined as a particular  linguistic  system that  varies as the learner
acquires  the  target  language,  “an  intermediate  system  between  the  code  of  the  native
language and that  of  the target  language”  that  has its  own characteristics  (Alexopoulou,
2011: 87-89).  After carrying out this operation, we will be able to automatically identify and
count students’ utterances that coincide either with Spanish language or their interlanguage.
By doing so, we aim to take into consideration the total number of productions of first- and
second-year students, as well as to describe the stage of both groups in their attempt to
approach  the  final  goal  (Alexopoulou,  2011:  88).  After  analyzing  the  results,  in  the
conclusion,  we  will  talk  about  possible  interlinguistic  and  intralinguistic  causes  for  the
appearance  of  idiosyncratic  structures  and  we  will  discuss  the  implications  of  formal
instruction based on the needs of the students. Automatic analysis will enable us to validate
the  proposed  hypothesis,  according  to  which  the  interlanguage  of  students  whose  first
language  lacks  articles  and  does  not  use  prepositions  presents  a  higher  amount  of
idiosyncratic structures in which these parts of speech are involved. 
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This work is part of a research project about teaching Spanish as a Second and Foreign
Language (ELSE by its acronym in Spanish) through computer tools. It aims at achieving the
automatic recognition of verb phrases (VP) constructed with directed motion verbs (Demonte,
2011) in a corpus of written texts produced by Spanish learners whose mother tongue is
different.  These verbs  describe a  movement  direction  to  a  goal  and require  prepositional
complements to indicate the end point, such as: ira Argentina (go to Argentina), volver a París
(come back to Paris). These types of structures are idiosyncratically formed in written texts
belonging to Spanish learners who have different mother tongues and are at the beginning
level of learning (according to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages
- CEFR). In the analyzed corpus, the absence of preposition or its replacement by another
preposition that cannot be combined with the verb are observed. Therefore, this study has the
goal  of  detecting  these structures  commonly  found in  the  first  stages during the Spanish
language  acquisition  process.  It  should  be  clarified  that  the  research  is  part  of  the
interlanguage  (IL)  current  (Selinker,  1972;  Alexopolou,  2010),  which  is  defined  from  a
psycholinguistic approach as a system that is in an intermediate position between the mother
tongue and the studied language in which some elements are common to both systems. In this
way, learners go through stages of competence levels that modify that system as they acquire
lexis and new structures of the language they are learning. Furthermore, IL has the particularity
of  being  systematicity  established  by  its  internal  coherence  at  a  certain  point  of  its
development. This is detected by the application of linguistic rules that respond to strategies
and processes that are activated by the learners. For this reason, the entire production is taken
into consideration and the aim is to automatically recognize both: the structures that coincide
with the target language (Spanish) and those that deviate from it. In order to do this, the NooJ
system (a software developed by Max Silberztein in 2002) was used to distinguish them by
means of a label. The work methodology consisted of a linguistic description of the VPs in
Spanish, the directed motion verbs and the combination with prepositions that indicate an
endpoint:  a, hacia, hasta  (to, towards, until). The NooJ software allows the user to analyze
natural languages from their lexico-semantic, syntactic and morphological aspects. In order to
detect verbal phrases with prepositional motion verbs, a dictionary of verbs with the features
[+movement] [+direction] was first created within the Spanish module (Argentina) and then,
productive syntactic grammars of graphs were generated to detect the prepositional phrases
selected by this type of verbs. In this way, the structures coinciding with the Spanish system
were located and differentiated from other IL structures found in the corpus. Then, all  the
verbal phrases with directed motion verbs were counted in order to draw conclusions about the
number  of  matching  structures  and  interlanguage  structures  in  the  samples  produced  by
beginning students. It is expected that these syntactic grammars may contribute to the learning
of the relations between the Spanish lexicon and syntax.
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In the following work,  we will  automatically analyze two possible scenarios of  locative
constructions headed by  donde  (where):  one following the precepts of traditional grammar
and the other one following the precepts of generative grammar. According to the precepts of
traditional and structural grammars, constructions such as Voy <donde digan> (I go wherever
you say) are classified as adverbial clauses of place. These clauses are dependent, i.e. they
add information about where the action described in the main clause takes place (cf. Gili
Gaya, 1951). Adverbial clauses of place are grouped together with adverbial clauses of time
and adverbial clauses of manner since they function as adverbs of place, time and manner,
respectively. Following this,  the adverbial clause of place  <donde digan>  (<wherever you
say>) can be replaced by the Spanish adverb of place <allí> (<there>).

On  the  other  hand,  following  the  precepts  of  generative  grammar  (cf.  Bosque  and
Demonte, 1999; Real Academia Española, 2009; Bosque, 2019), these constructions are
recategorized as subordinate relative clauses since there is an elided nominal antecedent
(Voy Ø <donde digan>)  (I go  Ø  wherever you say). This shows us that there is no direct
relationship among function, meaning and structure. Instead, we are dealing with structures
with locative meaning which are made up by a relative clause.

It  is  possible  to  redraft  such analysis  if  we slot  in  the contributions  made by Natural
Language Processing (NLP). Using NooJ designed by Silberztein (2016), it was possible for
us to represent the first and the second analyses since NooJ’s formalisms are compatible
with any of the grammars previously mentioned. Thus, in accordance with the dictionaries
created by the IES_UNR team in the Spanish Module_Argentina, we designed two possible
grammars which adjust to both proposals. We then applied these grammars to a series of
randomly selected newspaper articles to validate the proposed grammars. In this way, we
managed to extract not only sentences but also syntagms which are compatible with such
structures.  These results  enable us to expand and enrich the resources in  the Spanish-
Argentina module within the frame of the Centro de Estudios de Tecnología Educativa y
Herramientas Informáticas de Procesamiento del Lenguaje (CETEHIPL)
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In this  paper,  we propose to use the open access software NooJ,  available online,  to
automatically analyze certain syntactic structures characteristic of written academic texts. The
work methodology,  which is  based on corpus linguistics (Parodi,  2004;  2008),  consists  of
comparing three samples of scientific research articles published in Spanish-language journals
indexed in the Scopus and Scielo portals coming from different areas of science; on the one
hand, Social and Humanistic Sciences and, on the other hand, Health Sciences (Medicine,
Biochemistry, etc.), and finally, Engineering. For this purpose, productive syntactic grammars
were made from dictionaries and grammars specific to the Spanish module (Argentina). As for
the corpus,  it  is  of  textual  type,  gathering three samples of  30 texts extracted from three
different  journals  of  each scientific  area for  a total  of  90 articles.  Regarding the scientific
research article, this is constituted as one of the most researched academic genres in the last
two decades (Rodríguez Hernández & García Valero, 2015; Meza, 2016) due to its impact on
the transmission of  specialized knowledge, for the benefit  of  the advancement of science.
Therefore, it is important to note that the authors of such articles resort to various rhetorical-
discursive strategies to persuade their  readers.  One of  these resources is the use of  the
passive voice to expose the facts in an objective manner. The present research proposes a
description of the syntactic structures in passive voice found in corpus texts written by native
speakers of Spanish. It is considered of utmost importance to obtain, by means of automatic
localization, the index of passive voice structures in academic texts in order to be able to draw
conclusions about  the type of  structures used in  scientific  writing,  taking into account  the
specificity of the three corpuses analyzed. It is necessary to mention that this work is part of a
research project on assistive digital tools in the construction of academic texts in Spanish.

The software tool used was designed for natural language processing and developed by
Max  Silberztein  in  2002.  This  program  has  the  possibility  of  performing  morphological,
syntactic  and  semantic  analysis.  It  has  three  types  of  files:  dictionaries,  grammars  and
properties.  In order to  computationally detect  passive voice structures,  grammars must be
created to recognize them. According to Silberztein (2003, p.55), they are Productive because
they use categories, for example: V ser ("verb" ser) + ppio stands for participle and they are
called Syntactic because they group two or more words and then label them according to the
user's indication, for example: VP stands for "Passive voice" in Spanish. After applying the
syntactic grammars, using the Locate function, all the passive voice structures present in the
corpus will  be located and counted. Finally,  the results will  be measured according to the
statistical analysis tool provided by the software. These will show significant differences in the
comparison of the samples in favor of the area corresponding to Engineering.
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Very  large  corpora  can  be  statistically  analyzed  in  NooJ  to  determine  fluctuations  in
English phrasal  verb usage for  individual  authors,  find the most  frequently  used phrasal
verbs  within  a  given corpus,  and shed light  on  how author  bias,  subject  matter,  use of
dialogue, and other stylistic features may be contributing factors to phrasal verb usage. This
paper examines four NooJ corpora of British and American writers from the mid-19 th century
to  early  20th century. All  of  the  novels  and some novellas  of  Charles  Dickens,  Herman
Melville, Thomas Hardy and Edith Wharton (from 12 to 20 for each author) were downloaded
from Project Gutenberg and used to produce author corpora in NooJ. These corpora thus
give  an  accurate  idea of each  author’s tendency  to use phrasal  verbs across  a broad
spectrum of their work.

As per the analysis of the novels of Dickens and Melville (Machonis 2020), we limited
phrasal  verb  searches  to  six  typical  particles  representing  three  levels  of  phrasal  verb
frequency: high (out, up), mid (down, away), and low (back, off). This method previously
used by Hiltunen (1994), attempts to give an accurate picture of phrasal verb usage, without
creating excessive noise with prepositions and idiomatic expressions.

Although we previously showed that the British novelist Dickens uses more phrasal verbs
than his American counterpart Melville, preliminary results show that the early 20 th century
American author Edith Wharton uses more phrasal verbs per 1,000 words than the late 19th

century British author Thomas Hardy. Furthermore, we find little difference in phrasal verb
usage between the three classes of Hardy’s novels: Novels of Character and Environment,
Romances and Fantasies, and Novels of Ingenuity. Thus, phrasal verb usage may very well
be  attributed  to  author  predisposition,  rather  than  subject  matter  or  national  origin. We
conclude with an analysis of the most frequently used phrasal verbs by each author to shed
further light on the rise and fall of certain phrasal verbs in the history of the English language.
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The frozen expressions play a very important role in natural  language processing and
have attracted the attention of several researchers in the last few years, leading to many
researches for different languages. Indeed, different definitions have been provided to the
frozen expressions from the syntactic and semantic points of view by Dubois, Maurice Gross,
Gaston Gross, etc. [1-2]. From these definitions, we have adopted that the term "frozen" is
reserved for expressions whose global meaning is not deduced by joining the meanings of its
components; it is a group of words which, in their entirety, form a meaning that is coming
from  the  accord  of  a  group  of  linguists. The  Arabic  language  is  very  rich  in  frozen
expressions which it inherited from the pre-Islamic era and early Islam, and whose use has
persisted to this day. We use them in the daily communication language of Arabic speakers,
and in the works of writers and poets. We can find these expressions dispersed in Arabic
books, such as the Quran, the linguistic heritage and literary books, the books of proverbs,
etc., which has led some researchers to collect, classify and explain them. Indeed, several
classifications  have  been  proposed  according  to  the  needs  of  each  linguist,  such  as
continuous  or  discontinuous  expressions,  expressions  that  do  not  admit  variations,
expressions allowing variations, etc. This work presents a continuation of our previous work
about the creation of lexicon-grammar tables of frozen expressions that are continuous and
do not admit variations, such as " الختام مسك " (misku al-khitam; Save the best for last) [3].
Our  aim  is  to  create,  for  the  modern  Arabic  language,  lexicon-grammar  tables  of
discontinuous  frozen  expressions.  For  that,  we  start  by  collecting  and  studying  those
expressions,  then  we  transform  their  lexicon-grammar  tables  into  dictionaries  [4]  and
syntactic grammars in the NooJ platform [5], allowing us to recognize and annotate these
expressions in texts and corpora even if they are discontinuous. This recognition will help to
solve many problems related to automatic natural language processing.
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Nowadays, the natural language processing NLP is very important and one of the most
active research areas in data science. It is used in many applications that make our lives
easier. Indeed, the natural language requires a syntactic analysis as one of the basic steps
to the advanced natural language processing, because the crucial part of understanding a
sentence is to understand all its sequences of ALUs. 

In our previous work [1], we realized a syntactic analyzer of simple sentences containing
Arabic psychological verbs using NooJ platform allowing to detect sentences with different
word orders, such as "كره زيد أحمد " (Kariha Zaidun Ahmadan; Zaid hates Ahmed) and "كره
having a different interpretation, or (Kariha ahmadun Zaidan; Ahmed hates Zaid) " أحمد زيد
sentences with different structures, such as "هندا زيد  Ahabba Zaidun &indan; Zaid') "أحبّ 
loves Hind) and "لهند حباّ  زيد  akanna Zaidun hobban li &indin; Zaid has a love for') "أكنّ 
Hind) having a similar interpretation.

The Arabic simple sentences have the same main components: the predicate (al-mosnad,
,(المس��ند  the  subject  (al-mosnad  ‘ilayh, (المس��ند إليه   that  are  mandatory  in  the  Arabic
sentence, and the complement (al-fodla, to reach the meaning of the sentence. In (الفضلة 
complex sentences, the predicate, the subject, or the complement can be expanded by adding
one or more words, phrases, or clauses to the main clause.

The aim of this work is to merge our previous syntactic analyzer to be able to parse the
complex Arabic sentences containing Arabic psychological verbs using NooJ platform [2]. For
this reason, we will  use the dictionary generated from the lexicon-grammar table of Arabic
psychological verbs [3-4], containing all the lexical, syntactic, semantic, and transformational
information of these verbs. Then, we will extend our previous analyzer to recognize and denote
all the grammatical structures of complex Arabic sentences containing Arabic psychological
verbs [5]. Then, we will finish by testing the efficiency of this analyzer on texts and corpora.
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In the case of some languages, such as English, when a complex sentence consists of a
main clause and a subordinate clause, these two clauses are joined together by either, a
subordinate  ‘completive’  conjunction  (that,  so  that),  a  circumstantial  conjunction  (when,
before that, while, because, if, in case of, on condition that, for, even if,) or a relative pronoun
(who,  that,  which,) (e.g.  Because  Mom  said  so,  I  talked  to  María).  In  Quechua,  the
subordination is induced by a morphosyntactic marker, applied to the dependent verb that
composes  the  sentence  (e.g.  chayta  mamai  niptin,  Mariata  rimarqani  [it’s  because  my
mother said that, I talked to María]), where the suffix ptin agglutinated to the verbal stem ni,
marks the causative circumstance 'because'. 

Among  the  different  classes  of  dependent  clauses  in  Quechua,  there  are  internally
headed relative clauses (IHRC) studied by (R. Hastings 2001), headless relative clauses
(HRC) presented by (Peter Cole et al., 1982), and participial relative clauses partially studied
by (W.F.H. Adelaar, 2010). In this paper, I complement this last study, by proposing some
methods to formalize the clause-subordination strategies of the language.

The verbal suffixes {-pti, -spa, -stin} are the ones that allow the construction of adverbial
dependent sentences (e.g. tapuptii chayta willawarqa/ he told me that, because I asked him;
Kay qellqata tukuspai yanukuita qallarisaq / I will start cooking after I finish writing; asikustin
sipasqa llamkaq richkan / the girl goes to work laughing).

These suffixes, which I call,  subordination suffixes, can be combined with other verbal
suffixes.  To  precise  these  combinations,  I  have  built  a  Boolean  matrix  of  the  existing
syntactic combinations of (-pti,-spa, -stin) with the set of interposition suffixes IPS (-chka, -
yku, -paya,…). Then, I have selected those agglutinations that preserve subordination such
as (-chkapti, -ykuspa, -payachkapti, -payastin, …) (e.g. mikuchkaptii chayaramun/ he arrived
when I was eating; mikuykuspa llamkaiman rin/ he went to work after eating).

To  formalize  all  this  information, I  have  built  NooJ  local  elementary  transformation
grammars, serving to implement automatic larger grammars. These allow us to automatically
generate  all  grammatical  transformations  of  a  sentence. Then,  I  have  constructed  more
specific grammars to extract the transformations that represent paraphrases of the original
sentence, more specifically, those containing an adverbial subordinate clause. I also present
a set of transformations, serving to implement automatic translation grammars for Quechua-
French sentences containing subordinate clauses.
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Terminology translation plays a critical role in domain-specific machine translation (MT)
[4]. 

Nevertheless, phrase-based statistical MT (PBMT) and neural machine translation (NMT)
still  present  some issues  in  their  results,  as  proven  by  several  scholars  evaluating  MT
outputs and errors [4, 5, 2].  In fact,  current MT outputs do not adhere to the constraints
provided by a terminology [2] and this is particularly true for the legal translation context,
where MT has typically not been recommended [6].

Furthermore,  legal  documents  may include terms  which  are  characterized  by  the co-
occurrence of phrases defining specific legal aspects of such documents. For instance, in
Arabic marriage contracts and divorce provisions the term dowry 'صداق'  co-occurs with a
phrase that specifies its status, e.g., fully received ' فبرئ منه فأبرأته ' .

These  types  of  phrases  are  context  dependent  and  most  MT  systems  fail  in  their
translation. Example 1 shows the comparison between human translation (HT) and Google
Translator (GT).

1. Source: ' فبرئ منه وابرأته تاما قبضا الزوج من الصداق جميع الزوجة قبضت  '
AR-EN HT: The wife has fully received the dowry from the husband
AR-EN GT: The wife took all the dowry from the husband and cleared him of him, and he

was cured.
In this paper, we propose a set of NooJ grammars [8] to ease the translation of legal

terms and their defining phrases from Arabic into English. We choose to work on marriage
contracts and divorces provisions, as they pose many challenges due to the terminological,
religion-based, culture-specific, system-based asymmetry between Arabic and English [7].
As pipeline, we firstly extract phrases using NooJ Arabic Linguistic Resources (LRs) [3] and
concordances based on a list of Legal terms [1] then we proceed with a linguistic analysis of
those occurrences and evaluate current MT system outputs,  and finally develop a set of
Finite State Transducers (FSTs) to propose translations into English.
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This paper deals with the analysis of political discourse in Croatia, more precisely, it aims
to  determine how dissatisfaction  is  expressed  with  the  attitudes  represented  by  political
rivals.  We  focus  on  the  detection  of  linguistic  means  used  to  show  disagreement  with
decisions or actions taken by parties or individuals considered political  and/or ideological
opponents. We are particularly interested in the means used by speakers to indicate that
someone has failed to do or do something that is under his/her responsibility and is therefore
guilty of this omission. In other words, we want to determine how the concept of responsibility
is lexicalized, how it is signaled that there is a failure in someone's responsibility and, finally,
that someone is therefore to be blamed for that omission or even transgression. For this
purpose,  we  use  a  large  corpus  of  texts,  with  over  127  million  tokens,  consisting  of
transcripts of plenary debates from the Croatian Parliament that have occurred since the end
of 2003 to the end of 2020. 

We use NooJ for the construction of a set of rules that aim to detect the usage of the
Croatian lexemes odgovornost [responsibility] and krivnja [guilt] in this corpus. We start from
the assumption that it is within the domain of someone's responsibility to conscientiously and
properly perform a certain duty or task. Deliberate or accidental omissions in such actions
provoke a revolt among speakers and they blame political opponents for these omissions or
failures. Since Croatian is very rich in terms of word formation, a subset of rules is designed
in  order  to  capture  the  usage  of  nouns,  verbs,  adjectives  and  adverbs  morphologically
related to odgovornost and krivnja as in the following examples:
 As a noun: 

o On ima odgovornost prema ljudima. [He has a responsibility to the people.]
o Oni traže krivca. [They are looking for the culprit.]

 As a verb: 
o On će odgovarati za svoje postupke. [He will be held accountable for his actions.]
o Oni ga krive za njegove postupke. [They blame him for his actions.]

 As an adjective: 
o Odgovorna   vlast  mora  planirati  mjere.  [The  responsible government  must  plan

measures.]
o Za to je kriv ministar. [The Minister is to blame for that.]

 As an adverb: 
o Oni odgovorno vode brigu o imovini. [They take care of the property responsibly.]
o Stranka se ponijela krivo prema svojim biračima. [The party has wronged its voters.]

In data analysis, we take into account the political orientation of speakers, their affiliation
with left, right or centrist parties as well as their gender. The preliminary results reveal that, in
general, there are more occurrences of  responsibility than guilt  in the corpus, but also that
the left oriented parties use both terms more than either the right or centrist parties.
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The current language situation in the Republic of Belarus is characterized primarily as state
bilingualism.  At  the legislative  level,  two state  languages are  established –  Belarusian and
Russian.  But  despite  the state  bilingualism,  the  vast  majority  of  legislative  documents  are
implemented only in Russian. Thus, of the 26 codes of the Republic of Belarus, i.e. texts which
are available on the National Legal Internet Portal pravo.by, 25 are officially adopted in Russian
and  only  one  in  Belarusian.  One  of  the  main  factors  hindering  the  practical  support  of
bilingualism in the legal sphere of the Republic of Belarus is the unresolved problem of high-
quality and fast linguistic processing of large texts, which testifies to the relevance of high-quality
machine translation. To handle the question of translating legislative documents into Belarusian,
Speech Synthesis and Recognition Laboratory of UIIP NASB, in cooperation with specialists
from Faculty of Social and Cultural Communications of BSU, have translated all codes of the
Republic of Belarus into the Belarusian language using automatic services of corpus.by.

The next step is to collect all legislative codes of the Republic of Belarus in the Belarusian
language in order to create a unified text corpus. This task is relevant for solving the following
tasks. First of all, it is very important to perform primary analysis of legal domain corpus to find
out the main linguistic peculiarities of this kind of corpus in comparison with Belarusian literary
corpus.  Secondly,  we  will  be  able  to  compose  different  types of  dictionaries  (Belarusian-
Russian, Belarusian-English, Belarusian-English-Russian dictionaries). This question is very
actual  for  Belarusian  since  there  are  very  few  translated  Belarusian-foreign  and  foreign-
Belarusian dictionaries of legal terminology – we are aware of 6 dictionaries that are different in
their merits and significance for the ordering and development of Belarusian legal terminology.
And  the  last  –  but  not  least  –  task  is  to  develop  special  morphological  and  syntactical
grammars for further prosodic analysis of legal texts. Automated syntagmatic delimitation is still
not solved for the Belarusian language. That is why developing NooJ grammars will assist the
process of creating a system of prosodic marks (including punctuation and intonation marks)
and further automatic segmentation of Belarusian texts of the legal domain. 
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The  paper  represents  some  syntactic  grammars  and  rules  to  Belarusian  prosodic
delimitation.  To  date,  there  are  no  general  rules  or  mechanisms  for  an  unambiguous
definition of syntagmas in a written text or speech flow. The study of the prosodic speech
organization is conducted on the basis of auditory and experimental analyses, with the help
of which the parameters of supersegmental means are distinguished. They are the limits of
the speech flow segmentation, types of  intonation constructions (IC),  tonal,  dynamic and
quantitative signals of the IC center, changes in the speed and intensity of sound. 

This  work  is  a  continuation  of  previous  research  where  analyzed  syntagmas  were
separated by punctuation [1-3]. Now the authors have expanded the study. We applied a
technique for automated phrase segmentation not only at the punctuational level but also at
the semantic. The keystone is the number of syntagmas in a sentence that can significantly
exceed the number of punctuation marks in the text. The main core of the research is the
morphological and syntactic principle. The approach is confined to the ability of a particular
speech part to match with words of other lexical and grammatical  classes and occupy a
certain syntactic position. The concept is grounded in a superficial syntactic analysis of a text
with an emphasis on grammatical characteristics of speech parts that combine accentual
units. 

Developed  grammars  will  be  used  for  further  research  in  phrase  delimitation  of
Belarusian. Identified prosodic rules for dividing speech flow at punctuation and syntactic
levels  estimate the value of  intonation peculiarities of  a  certain language.  It  will  be also
wholesome  to  create  an  algorithm  for  segmenting  textual  information  in  the  Belarusian
speech synthesis systems and may also serve to improve the Belarusian NooJ module with
so-called prosodic transcription at different levels.
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Our  project  consists  in  the  design  and  assembly  of  a  digital  dictionary  of  Arabic
predicative nouns, of the type “… نصائح, مساعدات, جرائم, أمراض, أخطاء, ضربات  ”. 

In this project, we tried to select the Arabic support verbs which make the actualization of
the Arabic predicative nouns, relying on the principles of Gaston Gross's object class theory.
In  fact,  according  to  this  theory,  the  verbs  are  classified  into  three  basic  classes:  the
predicative  verbs  "  les  verbes  prédicatifs: إس�نادية أفعال  ",  the  support  verbs  "  les  verbes
supports: ناقلة أفعال / عماد  ",  the  frozen  verbs  " متكلسة أفع��ال   :  les  verbes  figés  "  without
forgetting the auxiliaries " les auxiliaires: المساعدة الأفعال  ". The same goes for nouns, where
we find the predicative nouns “ إسناديةّ أسماء   :  les noms prédicatifs”,  the non-predicative
nouns  “les  noms  non-prédicatifs: إسنادية غير أسماء   ” and  the  fixed  arguments  “ معم��ولات 
 .”les arguments figés : متكلسّة

In this study, we are interested in the study of Arabic predicative nouns which select their
own arguments and their  actualizer  which is  the  support  verb Vsupp+NPRED. Ouerhani
Bechir defines the Arabic support verb as: “The Support Verb is a non-predicative verb which
is associated with the predicate which it accompanies and whose actualization it ensures. As
a result, the selection of the arguments is ensured by the predicate. On these arguments, the
supporting verb only imposes constraints relating to the arrangement of the elements of the
sentence such as their  order and their  case endings,  in  addition to gender and number
agreements”1. 

At the semantic level, support verbs carry an aspectual or modal value. In this framework
we find: 

 The basic support verbs: عامّة ناقلة أفعال  : Les verbes supports de base 
 Appropriate  supporting  verbs: مخصصّة ناقلة أفع��ال   :  Les  verbes  supports

appropriés 
 Aspectual support verbs: مظهريةّ ناقلة أفعال  : Les verbes supports aspectuels 
- Inchoative aspect: ّشروعي : Aspect inchoatif 
- Progressive/continuative aspect: ّتطورّي : Aspect progressif / continuatif 
- Iterative aspect: ّتكراري : Aspect itératif 
- Final aspect: ّانتهائي : Aspect terminatif 
 Metaphorical supporting verbs: مجازي ناقل  : Les verbes supports métaphoriques
We note that the majority of aspectual support verbs are translated into French by verbal

periphrases with aspectual values. 
For the realization of this project, we have started the first step which consists in studying

all the classes of predicative nouns proposed and fixing for each class the verbs’ appropriate
supports and delimit the appropriate arguments for each semantic-syntactic construction. We
recall that the theory of object classes is based on the analysis of argument schemes and on
the principle of the elementary sentence, i.e. the predicate and its arguments. 

We have grouped, so far, thirty classes of predicative nouns such as the example of:
Classe of predicative nouns <help>: : مساعدات< -  صنف  إعانة، دعم، مساعدة، > 

 .مساندة
The basic support verbs did (fait): قام: عامّة ناقلة أفعال  

بشر [2 | إس 1 | حرف] بشر [0 | ن ف [
[Hum]2إ N1 Prep [Hum]0 N

س��لمى) مس��اندة + إعانة + دعم + مساعدة (ب سامي قام  Sami  (helped/supported)
Salma. (Sami a aidé/soutenu Salma).

1 Ouerhani,  B,  Les  verbes  supports  dans  les  dictionnaires  arabes  en  lignes:  étude  d'échantillons.
https://www.academia.edu/32040441/Ouerhani_Cahiers_Dict_Vsup?email_work_card=view-paper
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In  the  second step,  we tried  to  integrate  these linguistic  and theoretical  data into  an
electronic dictionary using the NooJ platform for the creation of an Arabic-French machine-
translation (MT) application. 

For the realization of this TA application, we have built: 
1/ A bilingual electronic dictionary of support verbs for each class of predicative nouns

“Verbe supportar”. 
2/ A bilingual electronic dictionary of the predicative nouns of each class. 
3/ Grammars for the automatic analysis and recognition of predicative nouns. 
EXP: تَمَ  ر اسِ��������������������������������������������������������������������ْ

,V+Supp+CONS=V+N0Hum+PREP+NPRED+N1Hum+FLX=V_estakhafa10a+DRV=N_estak
hafa10a:FlxDRV+FR= “continue” 
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In  the  Republic  of  Belarus  both  Belarusian  and  Russian  have  the  status  of  official
language. Since there is bilingualism at the legislative level, it is necessary to provide the
availability of texts for different purposes in both official  languages. One of the important
spheres is public education in medical and social fields. 

Medical and social texts contain essential information. The first are intended to convey
information between health professionals and scientists (for example, in articles, research
papers)  or to  inform the population about public and personal  health.  The second group
represents the historical and cultural heritage of Belarus and is aimed at acquainting country
visitors with it. 

Therefore,  the  need  for  a  system  of  machine  translation  and  speech  synthesis  in
Belarusian and Russian is still relevant. There is a data layer of mentioned domains poorly
covered with such systems, which, in turn, require large parallel corpora for their training.
There are no large Belarusian-Russian parallel corpora on open access. So, the first step in
the  machine  translation  and  speech  synthesis  development  may  be  the  creation  of
corresponding  corpora.  Using  proofreading  and  word  processing  services  and  NooJ
processor  1; 2, it  is possible to work with big data to further use it  for training machine
systems. 

Сurrently, we work at creating a corpora of medical and social domains. A medical corpus
of 848 parallel texts in Belarusian (303,469 word forms), English (373,709 word forms) and
Russian  (330,996  word  forms)  has  been  compiled.  A  trilingual  parallel  corpus  of  social
domain (based on parallel texts in Belarusian, English and Russian from the “KrokApp” travel
audio guide  3) is being created. Development of specialized syntactic grammars for the
Belarusian NooJ module, which will allow the analysis of set phrases specific for medical and
social texts, is planned.
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The CETEHIPL (Centro de Estudios de Tecnología Educativa y Herramientas informáticas
de  Procesamiento  del  Lenguaje)  has  been  working  with  the  pedagogical  application  of
computer  tools  to  language teaching.  Today we will  take a  small  turn  towards  discourse
analysis and choose to analyze a partly exacerbated and recurring topic in post-pandemic
Argentina: insecurity. Here we intended to record what impact insecurity had and still has on
the linguistic domain. Consequently, we cannot ignore the mediatization of information and
how journalism discourses on insecurity. We built a corpus of journalistic texts published in
December 2021 in the main newspapers of Rosario: La Capital, Rosario12 and El Ciudadano.
However, we will not discuss the very complex phenomenon of insecurity, since we consider
that the media are exposed to a specific logic, as it is well stated by Guemureman et al. (2010):

The structure the media system takes in a country is partly determined by a correlation of
forces between various political actors. A tour around the “media map” in Argentina today
allows us to affirm that the media system in our country pursues a commercial logic, not a
public service one.

The  concept  of  news  is  influenced  by  the  construction  of  a  piece  of  merchandise
generating profits and participating in consumption. This always occurs within the process of
dismantling a protective state, where the notion of punishment is often erased in order to
focus on "the victim":

The news cycle as merchandise reproduces the merchandising cycle of any product, the
news- merchandise is consumed, its consumption fosters demand, demand fosters production,
circulation and consumption, all merchandise generates demand and a consumer market.

From our role as researchers and taking a NLP perspective, we can provide an interesting
analysis  of  insecurity  and  its  linguistic  impact.  We tackle  this  issue  with  the  Rioplatense
Spanish resources developed by the IES_UNR team with NooJ. Neologisms such as "gatillero"
(shooter) or "balacera" (shooting), terms such as "toy" (meaning “weapon"), or even words
from Rioplatense Spanish slang (lunfardo) such as "luca" (a thousand, referring to money) or
"gilada" (gullible people) are introduced in our dictionary. To account for this discourse, we
created tags in order to distinguish three different types of expressions referring to the victim, to
the role of the state and to the perpetrator. In this first approach, we can observe that victim
related expressions occupy a predominant  place, while state related expressions are very
scarce. This comes into line with what is called the weakening of the role of the state as an
immediate  consequence  of  the  “media  construction  of  insecurity”.  Perpetrator  related
expressions are not preponderant either, since stress is always placed on the victim.

To complete our analysis, we developed grammars to show how the impact of insecurity
is made visible from a syntactic viewpoint. As it is our first approach to this phenomenon, we
can only offer partial conclusions. For this reason, our research will go on by enlarging the
sample in order to progressively achieve a greater coverage of insecurity expressions with
the resources of the Spanish Module Argentina designed by our team on the NooJ platform
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This work seeks to examine the automatic processing of a corpus of newspaper articles
within the working frame of the Centro de Estudios de Tecnología Educativa y Herramientas
Informáticas de Procesamiento del Lenguaje (CETEHIPL). The articles were selected from
three Argentine newspapers with a prominent focus on economic, financial  and business
matters:  El  Cronista,  Ámbito Financiero and  El  Economista. These articles are written in
Rioplatense Spanish and were published the following days after Argentina’s 2021 midterm
elections.  Our  goal  is  to  fully  analyze  and understand  where it  is  placed  their  focus of
attention, and how the post pandemic effects on the Argentine economy are reflected at the
discourse level. We are acquainted with the fact that our corpus is certainly intersected by a
media-related logic. According to Hjarvard (2016), media play a relevant role in transforming
culture and society1. In effect, the so-called “mediatization” becomes a global phenomenon in
such a way that:

Mediatization should be viewed as a modernization process on a par with urbanization,
globalization and individualization2

However,  we  do  not  intend  to  go  into  the  aspects  that  involve  the  mediatization  of
information nor  the role played by the media in  shaping the public  opinion.  Instead,  our
attention is placed on how the discourse is used and which linguistic impact these articles
have on the audience. In this way, we used NooJ, a linguistic development environment
constructed  by  Max  Silberztein  (2016).  We  worked  with  the  dictionaries  and  grammars
created on the NooJ platform by our IES-UNR team to automatically process our corpus. We
set out two semantic fields of study: one concerning to the COVID- 19 pandemic and the
other one concerning to social  and economic issues. We observed that topics related to
Argentina’s debt affair with the IMF ranked first whereas other topics such as the COVID-19
pandemic, poverty and devaluation were relegated to a back seat. In this way, we chose two
sample statements to show how this hot topic is syntactically expressed:

1. El FMI sostuvo a Macri, benefició a inversores y endeudó a la Argentina (The IMF
upheld Mauricio Macri´s administration benefited investors and drove Argentina into
debt),

2. El FMI reconoció que la plata se utilizó para pagar deuda insostenible a acreedores
privados  (The IMF admitted  the loan  was used to  pay an unsustainable  debt  to
private creditors).

We then used the dictionaries and grammars created with NooJ platform to analyze them.
The  resulting  output  enabled  us  to  extend  and  enrich  the  resources  in  the  Spanish
Module_Argentina. We are planning to add other Argentine newspapers of record such as La
Nación and Clarín to our corpus. Although they do not specialize in economic affairs, they
have a huge impact on public opinion and will contribute towards further strengthening the
conclusions we reach here.
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Quantum physics is the basis of scientific thinking and influences the mind. Wendt (2015)
in Quantum Mind and Social Science argues that the mind and social life are macroscopic
phenomena quantum mechanics and "...that the quantum consciousness hypothesis" (QCH)
is the cognitive basis of a quantum social science1. In these new scientific parameters of
knowledge,  our  visualization  matrix  is  essentially  a  holographic  projection.  Research
innovation lies in seeking the point of convergence to describe a formal process that, as a
multi-code process, goes from a sentence assembly phase to a data implementation phase. 

The work is included in the  Quantum computing  project, which includes SSD:  Area 01 -
Mathematical and Computer Sciences; Area 10 - Ancient, Philological-Literary and Historical-
Artistic Sciences.  The research is supported by the scientific  collaboration with experts in
quantum computing such as M. Planat  of  the Institute of  Femto -ST Dep. of  Micro Nano
Sciences  and  Systems (MN2S),  Besançon,  France.  The  goal  is  to  find  points  of  contact
between  quantum  physics,  computational  linguistics,  and  quantum  computing.  M.  Planat
affirms that the quality that the linguist must possess beyond courage is ...  compétence de
transcribe les concepts mathématiques dans les structures grammaticales.2 This assumption is
at the basis of our study. Planat, in Quantum Gravity Research, Los Angeles, and in Raymond
Aschheim, and Marcelo M. Amaral, Fang and Klee Irwin in Graph Coverings for Investigating
"Non-Local  Structures  in  Proteins,  Music  and Poems"  states  that:  "a remarkable  analogy
between  the  pattern  structure  of  bonds  between  amino  acids  in  a  protein  (the  protein
secondary structure has been pointed out firstly and that non-local structures are observed in
tonal music and in poems. The origin of  these analogies has been explained with finitely
generated groups and graph covering theory'.3 This study focuses on the narrative text of
Charles Baudelaire in seq, 5-13, in Les Petits Poèmes en prose in Spleen de Paris, 1869,4 to
describe the point  of  contact  that  emerges from the proposed assumptions,  that  perhaps
mathematical linguistics is the proper frame for making progress and artificial intelligence (AI)
may help in the classification of languages.5 The focus and point of convergence that unites
mathematics  to  linguistics  emerges,  in  the  form  of  a  narrative  sequence  described  in  a
mathematical  theory  in  which  numbers  and  letters  and  terms  are  inserted  in  a  different
grammar,  with  a  transformation  into  a  synthetic  code.  The  tools  are  1)  To  identify  new
parameters for producing fixed structures in equations, recursiveness, Fibonacci sequence; 2)
NooJ system by Max Silberztein (2015),6 for producing analysis and paraphrase of sentences,
tools to develop formal dictionaries and grammar, and NLP applications such as semantic
annotators; 3) The implementation of advanced integrated Machine Learning algorithms for
knowledge creation from obtained data; 4) BuViTeMS (© 2020) Digital Intelligence AW model
for producing sentences drafted, reformulated, and translated using a blended system. Hence,
the whole  formal  process will  make use of:  1  Lexicon-grammar  to transfer  the numerical
quantum language into a lexicon-grammar code; 2 NooJ’s environment to produce statistical
analysis.
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Traditional teaching and learning methods are not always effective and adapted to all
children. That is why, some users resort  to use the game as a learning support.  In fact,
Game-based education [1] allows to the children to stay motivated and more engaged, to
verbalize their thoughts, to argue their choice and to perfect their language and learn from
their  mistakes.  However,  the  development  of  an  educational  game  is  not  a  trivial  task
because the game should be simple and straight. Moreover, the interface must be intuitive so
the child does not try to understand how the game works.

The aim of this paper is to propose a game developed with NooJ platform [2]. This game
allows how to master Arabic, English and French Verb conjugation. It allows also how to
master  French  Nouns  and  adjectives  inflection.  There  are  two  essential  steps  for  each
language  in  this  game:  review  and  evaluation.  These  two  steps  are  independent  but
complementary. In fact, the first step can help the gamer succeed in the second step.

The first step, labeled "Review," is to recognize the conjugation of appropriate verb in the
chosen  language  or  the  inflection  of  appropriate  noun  or  adjective.  This  step is  named
"Review" because it can help the gamer remember the conjugation of a few verbs or the
infection of some nouns and adjectives before beginning the "Evaluation" part. This can help
succeed in the second step. The second step, labeled "Evaluation", is composed of three
exercises the difference being the level of difficulty. A user can only move to the last level
when he succeeds the second level.

Concerning  the  conjugation  of  the  verbs,  the  first  level  consists  in  learning  how  to
conjugate a verb in a specific time. The second level consists in learning how to conjugate a
verb  in  different  tenses.  The third  level  consists  in  filling  the crossword puzzle  with  the
appropriate conjugated forms of a set of verbs given randomly.

Regarding the nouns and adjectives, the first level consists in learning the agreement of
the appropriate word. The second level consists in recognizing the gender of the noun and
how to transform an adjective to an adverb. The third level consists in in filling the crossword
puzzle with the appropriate noun or adjective.

The implementation of this game is based on _dm dictionary for the French language, the
Verbes Arabes dictionary for the Arabic language and the phrasal verb and _Contractions
dictionaries for  the  English language.  It  is  based also on the transducers that  allow the
conjugation of the appropriate verb or the infection of the noun or adjective. This game is
easy to play and does not require computer skills using Java interface. The obtained results
are encouraging and satisfactory.
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The mass of information in the legal field, which is constantly increasing, has generated a
capital  need to organize and structure the content  of  the available documents,  and thus
transform  them  into  an  intelligent  guide  capable  of  providing  complete  and  immediate
answers to queries in natural language, and promoting the development of new forms of
collective  intelligence.  Therefore,  the  question-answering  system (QAS)  [1],  which  is  an
application of the automatic language processing domain (NLP), perfectly meets this need by
offering  different  mechanisms  to  provide  adequate  and  precise  answers  to  questions
expressed in  natural  language.  The general  context  of  our work is the construction of  a
Question-Answering System in the legal field based on ontologies [2] [3], allowing users to
ask a question on the desired information using natural language without having to browse
through  the  documents.  In  this  article,  we  will  focus  on  the  process  that  consists  of
reformulating the question by a SPARQL query(s) with which we can query the ontology and
thus retrieve the appropriate answer to the question asked by the user. We have adopted a
methodological framework in two steps:

1- Question analysis. The text file containing the question, and the input and answer
languages,  is  transmitted  to  NooJ  platform  [4][5]  with  noojapply,  which  allows,  from  a
constructed  grammar  according  to  the  input  language,  to  extract  the  RDF  triplet(s)
components of the question. The result of the extraction is retrieved as an « .ind » file.

2-  SPARQL queries  generation.  After  having  retrieved  the  file  containing  the  RDF
triplet(s) components of the question, we extract these components from the file, and then
we generate the appropriate SPARQL query specifying the language of the requested data
depending on the response language chosen by the user.
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Language resources are a necessary component to language Development in NLP. They
are useful for any empirical language study including linguistic analysis, language translation
and language disambiguation.

The linguistic development environment NooJ allows formalizing complex
linguistic phenomena such as compound words generation, processing as well as analysis.
NooJ offers the possibility to use the dynamic library NoojEngine.dll or the command-line
program: noojapply.exe. In this study, we will take advantage of noojapply.exe program that
is freely available in the  Standard edition of NooJ. Noojapply.exe allows users to apply
dictionaries and grammars automatically to texts from external environments.

In this paper, we introduce a module for Arabic MWEs recognition that is based on
rules grammar. MWEs module allows recognizing several types of morphosyntactic variations
that can occur to a MWE. Then, we study the impact of multi-word expressions recognition
on Word Disambiguation in Arabic language texts. These linguistic resources are compiled to
be used as parameters in the command-line noojapply.exe in order to be integrated within
an Arabic language processing environment for linguistic disambiguation.

Our work is divided  into  three  sections. First, we  deal with a  literature  review  on
disambiguation task in the Arabic language. Then, we give a detailed description of our
Integrated NooJ  environment for Arabic linguistic disambiguation and the associated
grammars. Finally, a set of tests and experiments is carried out to measure the impact
of multi-word expressions recognition in Word Disambiguation.
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This paper discusses the use of Arabic linguistic resources to build a formative assessment
for  the Arabic  language lessons.  The formative assessment  helps teachers to conduct  in-
process evaluations of student comprehension. The formative assessment will be presented
as an application that:

 Helps learners to understand and construct different verbal phrases.
 To paraphrase verbal sentences. Grammar (1) allows changing a verb with a "Masdar

Moawal" المصدر المؤول .
). األن أذهب أن يجب now- go to have (I input: the E.g., ). األن الذهاب يجب now- go to have (I
The verb "to go أذهب " has been changed to the masdar form الذهاب.
For this purpose, we have used:

1. NooJ platform implements the following linguistic resources:
 NooJ's morphological grammars represent the extracted transformational rules (in-

process).
 NooJ's syntactical grammar represents the simple verbal phrases (in progress).

2. Python  programming language to develop the  formative assessment  as an  NLP
application. The formative assessment detects the learner's mistakes and provides a
linguistic description as a solution.
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There  have  been  many pedagogic approaches to Second Language Teaching that
discourage teachers from using students´ first language in the classroom, such as the Natural
Approach (Krashen & Terrell, 1983) and the Total Physical Response approach (Asher, 1977).
The basic assumption is that language acquisition will take place if learners do not depend on
their L1, or if they do not translate (Ellis, 1984). However, there are also many authors who
recommend the use of mother tongue as a tool for teaching a second language. It is a fact
that, in order to learn some structures in English that are similar to their own native language
ones, students can make a comparison between the two. The question is: will students who
are learning English as a second language benefit  from making a comparison of  the two
languages' grammar?

The purpose of this paper is to determine whether it is more profitable, in order to enhance
English acquisition, to compare English structures to their Spanish counterparts or to leave
them aside during ESL Grammar lessons.

The first part of this paper will analyze the theories that support the use of native language
in  a  second  language  classroom  and  how  NooJ  can  foster  the  learning  of  grammatical
structures  (see  Rodrigo  and  Bonino  2019).  We  chose  to  work  with  the  NooJ  platform
developed  by  Max Silberztein  (2015)  (2016)  because  it  enables  us  to  work  with  both
languages in  isolation  and promote the comparison  of  the  two.  Then,  based on the data
previously gathered, we will develop our tripartite action plan. In part one, we will explain the
questionnaire that we asked the students to take as a diagnosis. In part two, we will show how
the lessons of the same grammatical features were taught in two similar groups of students. In
one class, students will be taught the grammatical feature compared with Spanish grammar
and the other class will be taught the new grammatical feature only using English. All  the
grammatical  structures will  be explained by using the NooJ platform (see Spanish Module
Argentina and English Module). In part three, we will show the test carried out by students
assessing the level of understanding of the grammatical feature in question. Finally, we will
analyze the results and reach a conclusion.
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Our study fits the teaching method French on specific objectives (Mangiante and Parpette,
2004) for Chinese workers who come to work in French electrical companies. In the electrical
field, the grammatical pattern is very recurrent (e.g., coupe-circuit; prise électrique; bus-bar;
attaché-fil; mise hors tension; bassin de retenue; planche à dessin). A grammatical pattern is
"a syntactic configuration, a distribution pattern that integrates certain homogeneous classes of
words"  (Hunston  &  Francis,  2000:  33).  According  to  them,  a  grammatical  pattern  can
determine the meaning of  the  word and can also  contribute  to  language learning.  Before
teaching this grammatical pattern to our students, the extraction of this structure becomes an
unavoidable task. However,  the extraction of sequences of multiple words always poses a
problem in the TAL (automatic language processing) (Luka et  al.,  2006).  According to the
needs (disambiguation and flexibility) of our extraction, NooJ becomes the most appropriate
software,  because  in  theory,  NooJ  can  describe  all  the  natural  languages  of  the  world
(Silberztein, 2015; 2016). The extraction of the pattern with NooJ is therefore the problematic
of our communication in which we will present, first of all, our object of study: the grammatical
patterns of the verbs of the electrical field. Then, the modeling and the disambiguation will be
highlighted to achieve the automatic extraction. Inspired by our previous projects (Yang, 2018;
2019), our modeling is based on observations found in our corpus and in dictionary LVF (les
verbes  français,  Dubois  &  Dubois-Charlier,  1997):  an  exhaustive  lexicographic  model  of
French verbs covering. Our disambiguation concerns both the nouns and verbs of recognized
expressions. Take the rejected names for example, <ce>, <la>, <être>, <avoir>, <bien>, <si>,
<été>, <y>, <g>, <h>, <tout>. Finally, we will implement the data in NooJ by elaborating some
grammars in the form of a transducer and compile our data according to the NooJ codes, in
particular  the  variable  (prefixed by  the character  "$"),  the  global  variable  (prefixed  by  the
character "@") and the colored nodes (prefixed by the character ":").
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As  teachers  and  researchers  at  the  Facultad  de  Humanidades  y  Artes  from  UNR  –
Argentina, we seek to present a series of observations we have made after analyzing a corpus
of  children's  stories  written  by  students  attending  teacher  training  courses  for  primary
education1.  These observations are intended to be no more than preliminary in nature and
from a general approach focused on traditional language lessons (decoding reading, centered
on repetition; lack of –and even under-stimulated- writing; writing development skills based on
question  guides  generally  grounded  on  the  text  sequence;  poor  stimulation  of  critical
discussion since the final say is usually held by the teacher) to then expand upon the subject
about the need for a global change of paradigm. This issue is a key factor which leads us to
incorporate  Edgar  Morin’s  thinking and  his  approach  to  complex  thinking.  In  this  respect,
Gonfiantini  (2018)’s  assertions  have  also  been  a  significant  contribution  to  develop  this
perspective. We believe this is an essential step to develop the desired changes or, at least, a
starting point to generate the conditions for such changes.

Following  the  line  of  work  of  the  Centro  de  Estudios  de  Tecnología  Educativa  y
Herramientas  Informáticas  de  Procesamiento  del  Lenguaje  (CETEHIPL),  we  take  the
examples to work with from our corpus in order to show, from an interactive perspective, how
students-users  can  play  an  active  role  in  managing  linguistic  resources  instead  of  being
passive users of previously created resources. In this sense, the choice of NooJ as a platform
of  work  is  an  asset:  NooJ  is  a  linguistic  development  environment  constructed  by  Max
Silberztein (2016) and is  available  for  free download for  academic purposes.  Unlike other
software, NooJ is not a black box. Instead, NooJ is an empty and totally interactive box in
which students can do research work and create their dictionaries and grammars. Languages
can also be compared and contrasted since NooJ’s architecture features a common-format
working environment which allows its users to work with different languages. This, far from
being an obstacle, is a definite advantage since, we believe, multilingual perspective is an
ideal setting to further enhance language learning.

This work is just a general approach and does not exhaust any aspect of this subject area.
Indeed,  we believe  this  work  is  complementary  with  some issues  previously  examined  in
Rodrigo  and  Bonino  (2019).  We  believe  this  work  also  opens  the  specter  for  further
discussions and takes account of other perspectives of analysis such as Edgar Morin’s current
of thought and whose contributions are an added-value to this subject. Thus, we will continue
to explore our analysis with greater detail as we progress towards the interdisciplinary work
proposed by our team.
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1 Escuela Normal Superior N° 36, “Mariano Moreno” and Escuela Normal Superior N° 35 “Juan María Gutiérrez”, 
Rosario, Argentina
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